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OLIVIA’S TALLULAH ADVENTURE
STORY AND PICTURE BY
TODD MCGINNIS
In 2010, at age 8, Olivia started paddling with me
and she has been at it non-stop ever since. The
other night there was a discussion about progression and that as a father I was slow to put her on
bigger rivers. I am three things: a paddler, instructor, and, most importantly, a dad. As a dad, I
look to protect my child, so in part that is true.
But, as a paddler and instructor the other aspect of
it is time on the water.
The river and its many attributes is the best teacher that educates the student at a different pace
than an instructor. An instructor can tell a paddler the things to look out for, and show all the
strokes needed to get down the river. It is the river that lets the paddler put those skills to work,
and how it answers back that is the best teacher. More time spent on a familiar run means more
time practicing strokes and getting feedback from
the river. My theory is if take you take your back-
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yard run and challenge yourself the learning opportunity is huge. Find the safe spot and try new moves
and see how it works out – did the boat react like
you thought it would, did the stroke really pull
you through the hole, is your boof strong, etc. As
the saying goes, practice big water moves in smaller
& friendlier water.
Olivia moved her way up from Class I/II rivers to the
Ocoee in just a couple years and then to the Ottawa, Cheoah, Upper Gauley, and Tallulah this season. Could she have done the bigger runs sooner?
The short answer is yes. She was 8 when she started – this is not a race to see how quick your kid can
get on the big stuff. It is a progression of growth and
one I continue along myself. I am confident that
Olivia has developed a strong sense of skills to get
her down the river and through whatever it throws
at her. (continued, page 2)

Olivia at Oceana
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This November Olivia had the opportunity to run
Tallulah with me. Someone asked if I was nervous
about her running the river. For me the answer
was easy – no. I knew she was ready.
She got three runs in over the course of two
weekends. Both high water and low water. What
a blast it was; watching her come through Last
Step, blast off Tanner’s boof, fly down Bridal Veil,
and move her way through Lynch’s Wrench. On
her third run she decided to give Oceana a
try. After scouting it with friends she fired it
up. As she came to the lip she smiled and in a
confident way shook her head as to say this is
awesome but cannot believe I am doing this!
I am very proud of the person she is growing up to
be and the mad paddling skills she has and continues to develop.—EL

COLUMBUS, GA
DROUGHT-RESISTANT PADDLING
BY JAY DAVIS

If you haven't been to Columbus yet, you need to
check it out. For starters the air temperatures that
far South, down at the Fall line, can often be around
ten degrees warmer than the mountain temps (a
negative in the Summer, but a plus the rest of the
year). Fall and early Winter, in my opinion, are the
perfect times to visit. Often in November and December, you end up in a situation where all the recreational releases are finished for the year, but the
weather is quite dry and cool, so free flowing rivers
are hard to come by. Well, Columbus offers reliable water!
Many people also ask, what can I paddle to get
ready for the Ocoee? Columbus is a great place to
prepare for the Ocoee. There are several class 3
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rapids at normal, lower flows, and even at the lower
flows the rapids are very pushy for the Southeast. Low flow Tie Snake Rapid, Cutbait Rapid, and
Waveshaper Rapid offer great class 3 rapids that will
give you a good taste of Ocoee type whitewater.
High water gives you a chance to experience "big"
water; water you won't find without traveling out
West or up to the New River or Gauley in West
Virginia. And, just to be clear, I mean in terms of size
and volume, not river difficulty classifications.
There is an awesome local scene with Paddle Monkeys, Columbus Outside World, ACE Kayaking, rafting, and Chattahoochee Outdoor Academy,
etc. Columbus has an awesome riverwalk trail you
can also walk or bike. It is important to know that
many break ins have occurred at the put in, so check
with locals about shuttles and parking. It is an urban
whitewater park, so you are walking distance from
downtown Columbus, which has been revitalized
with many great shops and restaurants. Columbus
has a great art museum, and the Museum of the Infantryman is nearby at Fort Benning. There are lots
of other nearby things to check out that North
Georgians and Atlantans might not have seen before. Make a weekend of it! - EL

Columbus whitewater
Photo courtesy of Matt Henry
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Endless River Adventures
ECUADOR trips: December 16th
to January 1st
Photo and Story by Mary Mills
Day 1 is the Saturday Quito tour , which is included with the trip. Activities included: standing on the Equator, visiting Old Town, going into
the presidential palace, and getting to know the
guests on the trip and sharing a first meal. The
first trip had 6 guests, from North Carolina, Kentucky, Wisconsin and West Virginia. After the
Quito tour, we loaded up the bus with the driver,
Angel, a dear friend who ERA has used for nearly
20 years, and headed to the Rio Quijos Ecolodge. Our first meal was pizza in the lodge and
we spent time getting to know everyone.

rapids and surf spots. The second day we did the bypass section to the lodge. It was so cool to take out
right at the lodge and just walk up to your room. I
used to struggle with that section, but found the rapids
this time easy and fun! I ran Pica Piedra , a long big water run that used to give me issues, and did it
well. Rapids in Ecuador tend to be long. Picture a rapid
longer than Hell’s Half Mile with class 3 moves and you
will have a good feel for many of the rapids on these
two sections. Some moves are big water and some are
more technical.

Mary standing on the
Equator

Lower part of Pica Piedra

Days 2 and 3 are paddling on the Rio Quijos, a
35-mile long river with many sections to explore! I have been on six trips to Ecuador, and
one thing I have learned here is you never, ever,
under any circumstances ask for rain. I know,
that is odd, but there is no such thing as levels
being too low, but things get high fast. I was
pleasantly surprised at the low-ish levels. That
opened up more options to paddle. We did a
warm up run on the Lower Quijos with big water

Day 4 and 5 we moved to Tena, Ecuador, in the Oriente part of Ecuador. Quito’s elevation is about
9500 feet above sea level. The Ecolodge sits at about
5000 feet above sea level, and Tena is about 1900
feet above sea level. Most of the rivers we paddle
feed into the Napo, which eventually finds its way to
the Amazon. Monkeys abound, and you are paddling
in a tropical paradise.
(continued, page 4)

Surfing
on the
Lower
Quijos
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Runs here are the big water Jatunyacu (picture a
14-mile huge wave train with surfing holes) and
the creek Rio Mishauli. There are other options
as well. Day trips into Tena after paddling rounded out the days.
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group of seven. I was looking forward to stepping it
up this week and I sure did. We ran similar things to
week 1, but I ran harder sections including a brand
new section of the Rio Qujios including the rapid
Curvas Pelligrosas, then finished up with my favorite
rapid, Gringos Revueltos. (shown below)

Days 6 and 7 we headed back to the Ecolodge. We
hit the creek Rio Cosanga on the way back. You
can imagine how much your skills go up after four
days of instruction and support. This time I had the
skills to run the Middle Cosanga for the first
time. It is non-stop class 3+ creek moves until the
take out.

Working on creeking skills. I walked this rapid the first
week but nailed it the second.

A revisit to a high-water Jatunyacu was the highlight
of the week for me. There were huge, and I mean
huge wave trains. I missed a line and dropped into
one of the most massive holes I have ever seen; the
hole was twice as steep as the Recon was long. I opted to tuck in and ride it out. A backflip and a little
windowshading and I rolled right up, still in a monstrous wave train. All that hole work I had done with
Juliet over the summer really paid off. What a confidence builder. (continued, page 5)

We finished off the first week on a section of the
Quijos where the run ends in a Grand Canyon type
wave train where the Rio Oyachacci joins the Quijos, it is one of my favorite rapids!
Three of us were doing two weeks so we opted to
be dropped off at the Papallacta hot springs for the
night when the ERA gang went to pick up the next
group. Angel, their driver, found us the perfect
spot and made reservations for us. There was a
private hot spa in the room, and a fireplace which
made for much needed relaxation between weeks.
The second week we added new friends from the
UK, Oregon, and North Carolina, and had a full

Big water Jatunyacu
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A few notes on the trip: anyone who wanted instruction, got it. Everyone who came without a roll
on both sides and wanted to learn, left with
one. We had plenty of time to work on rolling in
current on both sides and work on skills. I had
hand rolls on both sides by the end of the trip and
finally had good boofs. We have photo nights after
dinner and we see our moves, strokes, and lines
and critique is offered for those that want it.
All food, lodging , and transportation were provided. We made frequent stops to grocery stores for
beverage and snack purchases if we wanted them.
The constant support and knowing someone has
your back really is a platform for stepping it up while
still having an amazing amount of fun. The few swims
we had were short with the guides being there
quickly to assist. We had a variety of skill levels
from class 3 to 4+ and ERA always managed to accommodate with different put in options and support. Need to walk a rapid? One of the guides will
happily carry your boat or run the boat for you if
you need help. I like the excursions to visit the locals and get a feel for the culture as well. We had
Juliet and two guides, Michael and Tarquino, who is
Ecuadorian. Both were superb at giving directions,
making us feel safe and really upping our confidence. Juliet is normally the photographer, but she is
there to work her rolling and instruction magic
when needed. I was lucky enough to stay one extra
day for New Years Eve. Blowing things up and the
burning of a muñeca, which is an effigy where you
put in all your bad energy from the last year, burn it
and jump over it to start the new year fresh. I am
already planning my next year’s trip. - EL
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GCA Holiday Party honors founders and
past presidents
By Joane Farrell
The GCA was founded 50 years ago, after the death
of a young boy scout whose group went canoeing
and got stranded in cold weather. One scout decided the water was warm, and, due to lack of
knowledge, died from hyporthermia. Horace Holden
and Bill Crawford were the original founders of the
GCA with Payson Kennedy, Claude Terry and Doug
Woodward being early presidents and contributors.
We are greatly indebted to our early members, and
invited our founders to attend the annual holiday
party, in honor of the 50th anniversary of the GCA.
Due to travel and health concerns, most founders
could not attend and sent regrets.
Horace Holden, however, was able to come and
brought his famous family! His son, Howard came
who is a past NOC Ocoee Outpost manager and
Horace Jr., an Olympic C-1 paddler. Charlie worked
at NOC but soon realized that river wages would
not put him through college. Jody, wife and mother
of this paddling family graciously joined us.
Former presidents who each gave a brief summary of
accomplishments included: Claude Grizzard, Stewart
Stokes, Allen Hedden, Lamar Phillips, Brannon Proctor, Vincent Payne, William Gatling, Mark Levine, and
Todd McGinnis, and current president Jay Davis.
It was an honor and a pleasure to meet and converse
with so many who made our club the successful organization that it is today.—EL

The Holden Family with childhood friend Tammy Lea
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INAUGURAL TALLULAH RACE
Story and photo
By Laura Dillon
Sunday, November 13, 2016 saw the first Tallulah
race. It was held during the GCA release weekend, and wouldn’t have happened without the
GCA support and volunteers.
The race course ran from the put-in to just below
Powerhouse. There were more than 60 applications for the 35 racer slots, and we ended up with
31 racers the day of the race. Racers were released at 60-second intervals.
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Other thanks to:
 Tammy Lea, for coordinating an amazing group
of volunteers for the weekend.
 David Bazemore and Abbott Sperin for landbased safety coordination.
 Jim Malo, Pat Keller/Liquid Logic Kayaks and Allen Pippin for shuttle for the racers.
 ACE Kayaking School for covering the cost of
the projector and screen for the awards presentation.
 World Kayak, Watershed and Keen for providing prizes for the race and the raffle.
 TVCC for the loan of the GPS timers
 NOC for the loan of their race radios.
(continued, page 7)

Race Day started with a 7am Safety Boater meeting and registration, followed by the Racer meeting
and registration. The Safety Team of 36 boaters,
coordinated by Ronny Barrett, Josh Shoda and Stephen Lambert were on their way down the stairs
by 8am, followed closely by the 31 racers.
Pat Keller took first place with a time of 10:27.
He was followed by Zach Frayser with a time of
10:32, and Brad McMillan, whose time was 10:37.
The race staff on the platform included Todd and
Olivia McGinnis, Ben Peters, Staci Ard, Geoff Page
and Courtney Marbry who did an amazing job with
the timing and start management. Jennifer Maxwell, Katie Fraysier and Conner Vorpahl manned
the finish line.
This was the pilot event to show that a race could
be run safely and without disrupting the release for
non-racing boaters and it did that successfully. We
will run the race in the same format next year with
a view to opening the field up somewhat in future
years.
Thank you to the GCA for providing ACA insurance for the racers and safety boaters, and the PA
system.

Top three Tallulah race winners
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(Tallulah Race, continued from page 6)
Tallulah Race Results
1 Pat Keller: Liquid Logic Stinger -10:27
2 Zach Fraysier: Jackson Karma Unlimited -10:32
3 Brad McMillan: Dagger Green Boat -10:37
4 Hunt Jennings: Liquid Logic Stinger -10:44
5 Tad Dennis: Dagger Green Boat -10:49
6 Holt McWhirt: Dagger Green Boat -11.00
6 Hunter Cooper: Dagger Green Boat -11:00
6 Bobby Miller: Liquid Logic Stinger -11:00
7 Adriene Levknecht: Dagger Green Boat -11:08
8 Paul Prather: Dagger Green Boat -11:18
9 Grady Flynn: Dagger Green Boat -11:20
10 Wade Harrison: Dagger Green Boat -11:21
11 Logan Foster: Dagger Green Boat -11:34
12 Mark Robertson: Dagger Green Boat -11:36
13 Ben Drew: Liquid Logic Stinger -11:51
14 Brandon Beaty: Jackson Karma UL -11:52
15 Evan Spysinki: Liquid Logic Stinger -11:55
16 Jacob Clark: Jackson Karma UL -12:01
17 Andrew O"Neill: Dagger Green Boat - 12:04
18 John Keller: Liquid Logic Stinger - 12:08
19 John Manley: Liquid Logic Stinger -12:12
20 Nathan Polley: Liquid Logic Stinger -12:16
21 Rowan Stuart: Dagger Green Boat -12:19
22 Micah Cox: Dagger Green Boat -12:24
23 Seth Scott: Liquid Logic Remix -12:30
24 Todd Vanderhoof : Dagger Green Boat -12:33
25 Nick Fiedler: Liquid Logic Stinger -12:38
26 Allen Pippin: Dagger Green Boat -12:59
27 Aeon Russo: Jackson Karma UL -13:25
28 Rob Taylor: Liquid Logic Stinger -13:27
29 Wes Bradley: Jackson Karma UL -13:30 - EL
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Trip Report: My Tallulah PFD
By Hunter Torbush
Photos courtesy of Jay Davis and
Hunter Torbush
I want to start this off by saying, “thank you” to everyone who has helped me get to the point I'm at
right now. Thank you to everyone who has shown
me new moves, not shown me new moves and just
said, “get in there, drop your edge see what happens”. You know who you are, and I've mentioned
it enough I don't think I need to say names now.
You guys are the reason I was able to do what I
have done this past year.
Now, on to the actual trip report. When I got in
the truck Saturday morning it already felt weird not
seeing my dad’s boat in the back of the truck. However, the ride up was mostly silent except for a few,
"Are you sure you’re ready?" and "You don't have to
do this if don't think you can". As we got closer and
closer it finally set in that it was actually going to
happen. When we arrived at the parking lot and unloaded, there were a few pictures taken and our
group trekked onward. When we reached the bottom of the stairs I was surprised to see two of my
close paddling friends standing there. As Jay Davis
said, "You can't run the river in those shorts, you
have to go back up," I knew it was going to be a long
day. (continued, page 8)

Hunter Torbush and Francheska Hebden
at Last Step
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As I got in my boat for the seal launch I almost
dropped my paddle off the edge, and when I finally
did seal launch I penciled in and almost had to roll
right at the start...yay. As we paddled around at
the put-in for a while I started to feel more comfortable. I eventually rolled and felt much better
knowing I wasn't in too much shock to do that.
When we were all ready we peeled out and headed down Last Step. So far, so good. There were
no problems but as I came off the final boof I saw
Francheska upside down and I started to worry,
that was going be me!
We sat above Tanner's Boof for an hour waiting
on the rest of the group. They never showed up,
so we went on down through Tanner's and down
to Oceana. Jesse had already kind of told me the
line and reminded me once again, "You only run it
blind once!" They left me to go last which was fine. It's not like I had a choice, but it was still okay.
As I paddled to the edge my mind went blank and I
focused on trying to remember to
tuck my paddle before the whiteout
and remember to stroke through the
hole. It all happened fast but when I
could see again I was out of the hole
and backwards in a corner pocket,
but it could've ended a lot worse. As
I sat in the eddy below trying to calm
myself down and stop the shaking I
looked back up to see what I had just
accomplished.
As we ran down to Bridal Veil I started to get more comfortable, and by
Zoom Flume I was feeling great. until amphitheater I had run everything
okay and I was feeling good, until I
missed my boof stroke and landed in
the hole sideways. A big shout-out goes to Jesse
for boofing me out of the hole and not letting me
swim. I rolled up facing upstream and thought it
was over, then, I washed into another hole backwards. After that was over with I got back in the
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groove until we got to Tom's Brain Buster. I
would've been fine. However, we scouted it and seeing it out of my boat got in my head. We finally decided to run the far left-side boof into the eddy and
ferry over to the right side slot. Then Jesse tried to
get me to lead down Road to Antry, which was not
gonna happen. He laughed and paddled off saying,
"You big baby! You're leading me down the whole
thing next time!" I thought, “great what did I just get
myself into?” All was good as we approached Power
House and then Jesse once again yelled, "Hunter!
Follow me!" We ran down the far right side and everyone made it through fine, or at least we thought
they did. We looked back and saw Cheska still in
the hole. Eventually she came out, but I’m not going
to say whether she was in or out of her boat. We
moved on down to the lake where we caught the
shuttle. The day ended as we ate a great dinner in
Clayton and I slept halfway home. Thanks again to
everyone who made this trip possible and everything
else I have done this past season. SYOTR! - EL

Hunter runs Oceana
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GCA Awards Recognition
By Vincent Payne
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fifty things with excellence or just one thing. It was a good
way to bring attention to some of the best activities and
the people that make them happen. We had several of
these awards this year.
We recognized Mark Levine, a GCA past president, who
instituted the Fall Gala and the Spring Extravaganza,
events which have become institutions for the GCA.
Berry Walker was recognized for taking on the critical job
of making sure coffee was available for all who participated in these two events. Berry gets up at the Butt Crack
of Dawn to fill the coffee pots which allow everyone to
transform into humans.

The GCA Award and Recognition Program was
continued this year, culminating with a presentation
of awards at the annual Holiday Party.
We provided a structure for the awards in tiers.
The top tier is our Lifetime Service Award which
was presented to Jack Taylor, who leads many beginner trips each year. Jack has nearly infinite patience with beginners and always emphasizes safety,
and the ever-present possibility of Yankee tricks.
Next, we recognized people who have been continuous supporters of GCA activities and values.
These people have helped out for several years,
probably in several roles, helping the club to
achieve its mission. This award recognizes an individuals for breadth of work.
We recognized Laura Dillon for core values of
Community and Instruction. She is the driving force
behind the local chapter of Team River Runner.
She also organizes the volunteer efforts that make
the Tallulah Releases possible.
Jim Tebbel was one of the most nominated people
both last year and this year. He has been our
Training Chair, and has continued to build up our
training programs. Behind the scenes, he was instrumental in our efforts to move our database.
The Hilyer family: Elvin, Forrest and Nancy, were
recognized for their contributions to the two-river
clean-up that happens every fall. This is the firstever GCA family award.
We also had a category for single events and the
person that drives an event. The nominee may do

Sharing river information is a key foundational value for
GCA. Our main tool for this has always been the Eddy
Line, the GCA newsletter. This is a huge job—one that
would scare me. Like all things she does, Tammy Lea
jumped in with both feet and took on this job, and really
ran with it. Somehow, she also found time to take on Cat
Herding, and coordinated volunteers for the TRR and
GCA weekends of the Tallulah releases.
Finally, we had the fun awards. These encourage participation and the nominator got to make up the category.
These awards went to:
Karen Heath: Most Energetic and Outgoing
Lee Torbush and John Suprenant: Mentoring Newbies
Mark Brown: Progression—worked his tail off.
Lisa Isbell: Progression—worked HER tail off
Olivia McGinnis and Hunter Torbush: Up and Coming
Awesomeness
George Mestre: Did That Really Happen? He succeeded
where many have fallen before him and consumed an entire calzone at Pasqualini’s in Bryson City. Now Chuck
Norris wears George Mestre pajamas.
Josh Hendrick: The Golden Beater Award for being fearless, not whining and for time spent in Grumpy’s.
Many thanks to all who submitted nominations to the
committee for these awards. - EL
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TRIP AND EVENT SCHEDULE
Stone Mountain Roll Practice: Wade Walker YMCA, every Wednesday
Peachtree City Roll Practice: Kedron Aquatic Center, 5-7pm.
Next sessions: January 22, February 5, February 12 and February 26
Wilderness First Aid: February 25 and 26
Town Creek (Alabama): February 18. Contact Dane White at 256-435-3827 or
nancdane@att.net
Please see the GCA Calendar for details, updates, and to sign up at www.gapaddle.com.
For any questions or class suggestions, e-mail gapaddletraining@gmail.com.
Thinking of joining a paddling trip?
When deciding to join a GCA trip, whether an “official” trip posted on the website, or a pop-up trip posted on the Facebook page, please
keep the following bit of river etiquette in mind:
Always check with the trip coordinator before inviting a guest to come along on the trip with you, especially if your guest is an inexperienced paddler. This is to insure the skill level of your guest matches the targeted skill level of the group. Many pop-up trips will not
have safety boaters., and it’s considered rude to expect the other paddlers in the group to be responsible for an unexpected paddler.
Please don’t put the trip coordinator in the uncomfortable position of having to turn someone away because their experience level doesn’t
match that of the group.

Your Trip Could Be Listed in This Space — email Cruisemaster James Wright at jwrightnmaul@hotmail.com
KEY TO GCA SKILL LEVELS
Flat Water - no current will be encountered; safe for new paddlers.
Beginner - mild current, occasional Class 1 ripples; new paddlers can learn basic river techniques.
Trained Beginner - moving water with Class 1-2 rapids; basic strokes and bracing skills needed.
Intermediate - rapids up to Class 3; eddying and ferrying skills needed; kayakers need solid roll.
Advanced - rapids up to Class 4; excellent boat control and self-rescue skills required.
Signing Up: Call the trip coordinator listed to sign up for trips. Most trip coordinators will move a trip to an alternate venue if the water levels
and conditions for a particular trip are not favorable. Call early in the week to ensure you get a spot on the trip, and in consideration for the
coordinators, PLEASE avoid calling late in the evening.
Training Trips are a combination of recreation and training designed for those boaters who have completed a formal training clinic and would
like some on-the-river time with instructors practicing what was learned in the clinic and expanding skill levels.
Canoe Camping Trips are multi-day trips, generally on flat or mild water, with at least one night of camping. For details on a scheduled trip,
call the trip coordinator. To arrange a trip, call Vincent Payne at 770.834.8263.
To Volunteer To Lead Trips: Email Cruisemaster Lesley Symington at lslysym@mindspring.com. As usual, we need trip coordinators for all
types of trips, from flatwater to Class 5 whitewater. Our excellent trip schedule depends on the efforts of volunteers, so get involved and sign up
to coordinate a trip on your favorite river today! The GCA needs YOU!
Chattooga Trips are limited to 12 boats on ANY section on ANY trip, club trip or private (USFS regulation). Boating is prohibited above the
Highway 28 bridge. Your cooperation in protecting this National Wild and Scenic River is appreciated.
Roll Practice: see gapaddle.com for information.
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SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
The GCA web site now features a "GCA Supporters" web page with links to those who support GCA financially by
advertising in The Eddy Line. Help those who help us — patronize our advertisers. And when you do, let them know
you saw their Eddy Line ad and appreciate their support. Thanks!

Keeping In Touch
To contact the GCA, write Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., P.O. Box 611, Winston, GA 30187.
Groupmail: GCA maintains a group email list to help
members share information of general interest. To sign
up, send an e-mail to
gcalist-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
Website: Information about GCA, forms (including
membership application and GCA waiver form), a link
to the GCA Store and links to Eddy Line advertisers are
all at http://www.gapaddle.com.
Facebook: Visit the GCA Facebook page for photos,
video, trip reports, or to join an upcoming impromptu
trip.

ALL ABOUT THE EDDY LINE
The Eddy Line, the official GCA newsletter, is available in print or pdf format. To subscribe, contact Vincent Payne at 404.629.5376 or Vincent.payne9354@gmail.com, or mail your request to P.O. Box 611, Winston, GA 30187.
Submissions/Advertising: All submissions and advertising should be sent to
The Eddy Line, at: EddyLineEditor@gmail.com.
Deadline: The deadline for all submissions, classified ads and commercial ads
is the 20th of the previous month (e.g. August 20 for the September/
October issue).

The Eddy Line, © 2017, is published bi-monthly as the official newsletter of the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., publication address: 9354
Grapevine Drive, Winston, GA 30187. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Eddy Line, c/o Georgia Canoeing Association,
P.O. Box 611, Winston, GA 30187.

The purpose of the GCA is to have fun and promote safety while
paddling.

GEORGIA CANOEING ASS OCIATION, INC.
Post Office Box 611
Winston, Georgia 30187
WE’RE ON THE WEB:
www.gapaddle.com

GCA is a member-operated paddling club with over 500 family and corporate
memberships comprising more than 1500 Individuals. Canoeists and Kayakers of all
ages and paddling abilities are equally welcome. Some of our mutual interests include
whitewater river running, creeking and playboating, river and lake touring, sea kayaking,
paddle camp outs and competition and racing activities. We espouse conservation,
environmental and river access issues as well as boating safety and skills
development. Group paddling, training and social activities of all kinds are conducted
throughout the year thanks to the volunteer efforts of our many members and
friends. Membership is NOT limited to Georgia residents.

